Role of Acinus in Regulating Retinoic Acid-Responsive Gene Pre-mRNA Splicing
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Abstract

Acinus-S’ is a co-repressor for retinoic acid receptor (RAR)-dependent gene transcription and has been suggested to be involved in RNA processing. In this study the role of Acinus isoforms in regulating pre-mRNA splicing was explored using in vivo splicing assays. Both Acinus-L and Acinus-S’, with the activity of Acinus-L higher than that of Acinus-S’, increase the splicing of a retinoic acid (RA)-responsive minigene containing a weak 5’ splice site but not a RA-responsive minigene containing a strong 5’ splice site. RA treatment further enhances the splicing of the weak 5’ splice site by Acinus in a dose- and time-dependent manner, suggesting a RA-dependent activity in addition to a RA-independent activity of Acinus. The RA-independent effect of Acinus occurs to varying degrees using minigene constructs containing several different promoters while the RA-dependent splicing activity of Acinus is specific for transcripts derived from the minigene driven by a RA response element (RARE)-containing promoter. This suggests that the ligand-dependent splicing activity of Acinus is related to the RA-activated RAR bound to the RARE. The RRM domain is necessary for the RA-dependent splicing activity of Acinus and the RA-independent splicing activity of Acinus is repressed by RNPS1. Importantly, measurement of the splicing of endogenous human RARβ and Bcl-x in vivo demonstrates that Acinus stimulates the use of the weaker alternative 5’ splice site of these two genes in a RA-dependent manner for RARβ and a RA-independent manner for Bcl-x. Taken together, these studies demonstrate that Acinus functions in both RAR-dependent splicing and RAR-dependent transcription.
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Retinoic acid (RA) acts as a ligand for the RA-receptor (RAR)/retinoid X receptor (RXR) heterodimer to activate target gene expression (for review, see Chambon, 1996; Evans and Mangelsdorf, 2014). RARs and RXRs display the typical conserved modular structure, which includes five or six structurally and functionally distinct domains termed A-F, characteristic of all members of the nuclear hormone receptor superfamily. Conformational
changes within the AF-2 region (the ligand-dependent transcription activation function 2) located in the E domain that are induced by ligand binding leads to the release of corepressor complexes (such as HDAC-containing NCoR and SMRT complexes) and the recruitment of coactivator complexes (such as SRC-p160 and CBP/p300 family members). This acts as the ‘switch’ between transcriptional repression and transcriptional activation.

The structurally flexible N-terminal AF-1 region (the ligand-independent transcription activation function 1) in the A/B domain has a propensity to adopt a more structured conformation through intra- and/or intermolecular protein-protein interactions upon ligand binding. AF-1 plays an important role in cooperation with AF-2 in ligand-activated transcription by nuclear receptors. The AF-1 region of different members of the nuclear receptor superfamily has been shown to associate with the general transcription machinery, co-repressor proteins, coactivator proteins and other transcription factors or coregulatory proteins (for review, see Lavery and McEwan, 2005). Acinus-S’ is one of the proteins identified in our lab to interact with A/B region (AF-1) of RARs and regulate the transcription of RAR target genes (Vucetic et al., 2008).

Apoptotic Chromatin Condensation Inducer in the Nucleus (Acinus) has three isoforms, termed Acinus-L, Acinus-S and Acinus-S’ (Figure 1A), which are most likely generated by alternative splicing and/or alternative promoter usage (Sahara et al., 1999). These three isoforms share a common C-terminus containing a RRM domain and a region rich in RS dipeptides (two typical structural features of SR/SR-related splicing factors), and differ in their N-termini. To date, no distinct function(s) for any of these three isoforms has been identified.

The potential role of Acinus in RNA processing has been suggested by identification of Acinus as a component of the spliceosome (Rappsilber et al., 2002; Zhou et al., 2002), nuclear speckles (Saitoh et al., 2004) and the exon junction complex (EJC) (Tange et al., 2005). However, the role of Acinus in RNA processing has not been described. Several SR-related proteins such as PGC-1 and CAPER function as both hormone-dependent transcriptional coregulators and splicing cofactors for nuclear receptors (Dowhan et al., 2005; Jung et al., 2002; Monsalve et al., 2000). Since Acinus-S’ acts as a co-repressor for RAR-dependent gene transcription and is suggested to be involved in RNA processing, it is likely that Acinus has dual activities in both RAR-dependent transcription and splicing.

In the present work, both Acinus-L and Acinus-S’ are shown to be splicing cofactors (with the activity of Acinus-L higher than that of Acinus-S’) that facilitate constitutive splicing of pre-mRNAs containing a weak 5′ splice site and regulate alternative splicing in favor of the isoform generated from the weaker alternative 5′ splice site. In addition, both Acinus-L and Acinus-S’ have a RA-dependent splicing activity specific for RA-responsive genes containing a retinoic acid response element (RARE), which suggests that Acinus has an additional function in RAR-dependent splicing.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cells

293A cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 2mM glutamine, 100 μg/ml penicillin, and 100 units/ml streptomycin. The cells were maintained in a humidified 5% CO\textsubscript{2} incubator at 37°C. All transfections were performed using GenJet\textsuperscript{TM} DNA In Vitro Transfection Reagent (SignaGen Laboratories, Rockville, MD) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. The ratio of GenJet Reagent (μl):DNA (μg) was 3:1. Six hr after transfection, the medium was changed to complete medium containing 10% charcoal/dextran-treated fetal bovine serum. Twenty-four hr after transfection, cells were treated with RA prepared in ethanol (generous gift from Hoffman-LaRoche) or rosiglitazone (Cayman Chemicals, Ann Arbor, MI) prepared in DMSO at the indicated concentrations for up to an additional 24hr. Control cells were treated with ethanol or DMSO.

Plasmids for in vivo splicing assay

pRARE-tuba1bE2-E3 was constructed by replacing the luciferase fragment of pRAR-Luc (Panomics, Fremont, CA) with the intact TUBA1B exon 2-intron 2-exon 3 from the minigene pcDNA3.1(+)tuba1bE2-E3. pRARE-tubg1E8-E9, pSp1RE-tubg1E8-E9 and pPPRE-tubg1E8-E9 were constructed by replacing the luciferase fragment of pRAR-Luc, pSp1-Luc and pPPAR-Luc (Panomics), respectively, with the intact TUBG1 exon 8-intron 8-exon 9 from the minigene pcDNA3.1(+)tubg1E8-E9 (CMV-tubg1E8-E9). pcDNA3.1(+)tuba1bE2-E3 and pcDNA3.1(+)tubg1E8-E9 were kind gifts from Dr. Dong-Er Zhang (University of California, San Diego, CA) (Ahn et al., 2011). pV5-Acinus-L and pV5-Acinus-S’ were constructed using Invitrogen Gateway\textsuperscript{®} (Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY) cloning technology to clone the full length coding sequence of human Acinus-L and Acinus-S’, respectively, into pcDNA3.1/nV5-DEST destination vector. pV5-Acinus-S’ (ΔRRM) was constructed using QuickChange II XL Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (Agilent Technologies, Inc., Wilmington, DE) to delete RRM (amino acids 301-360) of Acinus-S’. pV5-Acinus-S’ (ΔC) was constructed using QuickChange II XL Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (Agilent Technologies, Inc) for introducing an in-frame premature stop codon by replacing G at nucleotide 1228 of the coding sequence of Acinus-S’ with T and an out-of-frame premature stop codon by replacing G at nucleotide 1233 of the coding sequence of Acinus-S’ with T to generate the C-terminal 205 amino acid truncated Acinus-S’. Other DNA expression constructs used were pOPRSVICAT-RAR\textbeta (Soprano et al., 2000); pCMX-PPAR\textgamma (kind gift from Dr. Ronald Evans, Salk Institute for Biological Studies, La Jolla, CA) (Kliewer et al., 1992) and pCMV-3XFLAG-RNPS1 (kind gift from Dr. Akila Mayeda, Fujita Health University, Japan and Dr. Eiji Sakashita, Jichi Medical University, Japan) (Sakashita et al., 2004) and pRL-CMV (Promega, Madison, WI).

Splicing minigene reporter assays

293A cells were transfected with the indicated combinations of DNA: one of the splicing reporter minigene plasmid DNAs (0.8 μg), pOPRSVICAT-RAR\textbeta or pCMX-PPAR\textgamma expression vector DNA (0.3 μg), V5-Acinus-L, V5-Acinus-S’ or empty pcDNA3/nV5-DEST expression vector DNA (3 μg), and pRL-CMV DNA (6 ng). Twenty-four hr
following transfection cells were treated for an additional 24 hr with $10^{-6}$ M RA, 50 μM rosiglitazone or carrier (ethanol or DMSO). RNA was isolated using RNA-Bee™ reagent (Tel Test Inc, Gainesville, FL) following the manufacturer’s protocol. To remove any contaminating DNA, RNA samples were treated with RQ1 RNase-Free DNase (Promega) followed by clean up with E.Z.N.A.™ MicroElute RNA Clean Up Kit (Omega Bio-tek, Inc, Norcross, GA) following the manufacturers’ protocol. Following purification, RNA was reverse transcribed using High Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit from Applied Biosystems (Foster City, CA). PCR was performed using Go-Taq Flexi DNA Polymerase (Promega). As a control for DNA contamination, equal amounts of each purified RNA sample were amplified by PCR without reverse transcription. The forward and reverse primers were designed to target the first exon of the minigene and the transcribed sequence from the plasmid vector downstream of the last exon (Integrated DNA Technologies, Coralville, IA) allowing for the detection of both the spliced and unspliced RNA products. Specifically, primers to detect RARE-E2-E3 were forward 5′-CCGGGCTGTGTTTGTAGACT-3′ and reverse 5′-ATCATGTCTGCTCGAAGC-3′; CMV-E8-E9 were forward 5′-CGGCTACACCCCTCTCACTA-3′ and reverse 5′-TAGAAGGCAAGGCTCAGG-3′; and RARE-E8-E9, Sp1-E8-E9 and PPRE-E8-E9 were forward 5′-CGGCTACACCCCTCTCACTA-3′ and reverse 5′-ATCATGTCTGCTCGAAGC-3′. Spliced and unspliced products of the minigenes were resolved on a polyacrylamide gel and stained using SYTO 60 red fluorescent nucleic acid stain (Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY) (dilution factor: 1:10,000) for 1 hr at room temperature. Stained gels were scanned and quantitated using a LI-COR Odyssey instrument using the 700 nm channel with a 0.25 mm focus offset.

**Endogenous Gene Alternative Splicing**

Following transfection of 293A cells with pV5-Acinus-L, pV5-Acinus-S’or empty pcDNA3/ nV5-DEST expression vector DNA (4μg) and treatment for 24 hr with $10^{-6}$ M RA or ethanol, RNA was isolated, treated with RQ1 RNase-Free DNase, reverse transcribed, amplified by PCR and stained with SYTO 60 red fluorescent dye as described for the splicing minigene reporter assay. Primers (Integrated DNA Technologies) to detect alternatively spliced products of human RARβ were forward 5′-ATCCGAGCAGGGTTTGTCTG-3′ and reverse 5′-TACACTCGAGGGGGAGGAAG-3′ and for human Bcl-x were forward 5′-GGGCATTCAGTGACCCTGACA-3′ and reverse 5′-GGTGGGAGGTAGAGGAT′3′.

**Western blot**

Western blot analysis of total cell protein extracts was performed essentially as previously described (Vucetic et al., 2008; Zhao et al., 2009). Primary antibodies used were goat anti-GAPDH (sc-48176, Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz, CA), mouse anti-V5 (R960-25, Life Technologies), and mouse anti-FLAG (F1804, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MI). Secondary antibodies used were donkey anti-mouse IRDye 800CW and donkey anti-goat IRDye 680CW purchased from LI-COR, Lincoln, NE. Images were captured and quantitated using the LI-COR Odyssey instrument and software. GAPDH levels were used as the loading control.
Quantitative RT-PCR

Total RNA was isolated, treated with RQ1 RNase-Free DNase and reverse transcribed as described for the splicing minigene reporter assay. Quantitative real-time PCR was performed using SYBR Green PCR Master mix (Fermentas, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Rockford, IL) essentially as previously described (Vucetic et al., 2008; Zhao et al., 2009). The primers (Integrated DNA Technologies) included: exogenous human Acinus (both L or S?): forward, 5′-GACCGCCGCCGCAAGGAACGTG-3′ and reverse, 5′-TAGAAGGCACAGTCGAGG-3′ (bovine growth hormone polyadenylation sequence transcribed from the plasmid vector); RARE-tubg1E8-E9 or PPRE-tubg1E8-E9 total RNA: forward, 5′-GCCAGCAGTGAGGAAGACC-3′ and reverse, 5′-ATCATGTCTGCTGAAGC-3′; and Renilla: forward, 5′-GATAACTGGTCCGCAGTGGT-3′ and reverse, 5′-TTGCCTGATTTGCCCATACC-3′. Changes in gene expression were calculated using the ddCT method for relative quantification of each target gene normalized to the internal transfection control Renilla. All primers used yielded a dissociation curve with a single peak and a single PCR product of the appropriate size.

RESULTS

Effect of Acinus on Splicing of Pre-mRNAs Transcribed from Reporter Minigenes Driven by a RARE-TATA Promoter

In order to examine the role of Acinus-S' and Acinus-L in pre-mRNA splicing of RAR-regulated genes, we utilized two splicing reporter minigenes driven by RARE-TATA promoter constructed from the TUBA1B minigene (pCMV-tuba1bE2-E3) and the TUBG1 minigene (pCMV-tubg1E8-E9), and named pRARE-tuba1bE2-E3 and pRARE-tubg1E8-E9, respectively (Figure 1B and 1C). The E2-E3 (intact exon 2-intron 2-exon 3) region of the TUBA1B gene contains a strong (canonical) 5′ splice site (5′ss), and the E8-E9 (intact exon 8-intron 8-exon 9) region of the TUBG1 gene contains a weak 5′ss (Ahn et al., 2011). To test the effect of Acinus on the splicing of pre-mRNAs transcribed from pRARE-tuba1bE2-E3 and pRARE-tubg1E8-E9, 293A cells were transfected with these two minigenes individually along with the expression vector DNAs for RARβ and either Acinus-L or Acinus-S'. Cells were treated with ethanol (control) or RA for 24 hr. RT-PCR was performed to analyze splicing efficiency using primer pairs that span the intron of either RARE-tuba1b-E2-E3 pre-mRNA or RARE-tubg1E8-E9 pre-mRNA to allow detection of both the unspliced and spliced RNAs produced by each of these reporter minigenes.

As expected for a strong 5′ss, less than 20% of total RARE-tub1bE2-E3 pre-mRNA is unspliced in empty vector control cells treated with ethanol (Figure 1B). Treatment with RA significantly enhances the splicing of RARE-tub1bE2-E3 pre-mRNA resulting in only 10% unspliced pre-mRNA in the empty vector cells. Overexpression of either Acinus-L or Acinus-S' slightly represses the splicing of RARE-tub1bE2-E3 pre-mRNA both in the presence and absence of RA. Therefore the splicing of RARE-tub1bE2-E3 pre-mRNA is enhanced by RA independent of Acinus overexpression, suggesting that RA facilitates the splicing of RARE-tub1bE2-E3 pre-mRNA by a mechanism that does not involve Acinus.
On the other hand, approximately 43% of RNA transcribed from the pRARE-tubg1E8-E9 minigene containing a weak 5′ss is unspliced both in the absence and presence of RA (Figure 1C). Overexpression of Acinus (either Acinus-L or Acinus-S′) significantly increases the splicing of RARE-tubg1E8-E9 pre-mRNA with this effect strongly enhanced by RA treatment. Approximately 30% of the total mRNA is unspliced in the absence of RA and 17% is unspliced in the presence of RA in the cells overexpressing either Acinus-L or Acinus-S′ (Figure 1C). These data demonstrate that Acinus increases the splicing of RARE-tubg1E8-E9 pre-mRNA and RA further enhances this effect of Acinus.

In order to determine the expression levels of exogenous Acinus-L and Acinus-S′ in the transfected cells to allow a comparison of their effect on the splicing of RARE-tubg1E8-E9 pre-mRNA, the relative mRNA level of exogenous Acinus-L or Acinus-S′ in each sample was measured by real-time PCR (qPCR) and normalized for transfection efficiency to the internal control Renilla. The relative mRNA level of exogenous Acinus-L was less than half of that of exogenous Acinus-S′ (Figure 1D). Furthermore the level of exogenous Acinus-S′ protein was also more than 2 times that of exogenous Acinus-L protein (Figure 1E). Since Acinus-S′ and Acinus-L activate the splicing of RARE-tubg1E8-E9 pre-mRNA to a similar extent but Acinus-S′ levels are at least 2 times higher than that of Acinus-L (Figure 1C, D and E), we infer that this splicing activity of Acinus-L is higher than that of Acinus-S′ by at least 2-fold.

**Acinus has Promoter Specificity in Activating Ligand-dependent Splicing of Pre-mRNAs from Exon 8-9 Region of TUBG1**

Since Acinus and RA cooperate in the splicing of RARE-tubg1E8-E9 pre-mRNA, we next wished to determine if this effect is due to the presence of the RARE in the promoter of this minigene by examining the splicing of the same TUBG1 exon 8-9 pre-mRNA under the regulation of two constitutive promoters: CMV (pCMV-tubg1E8-E9) and Sp1 (pSp1RE-tubg1E8-E9). Experiments were performed as described in Figure 1C except that pRARE-tubg1E8-E9 DNA was replaced with either pCMV-tubg1E8-E9 or pSp1RE-tubg1E8-E9 DNA. RT-PCR analysis demonstrated that approximately 25% of RNA transcribed from pCMV-tubg1E8-E9 and 20% of RNA transcribed from pSp1RE-tubg1E8-E9 is unspliced both in the presence and absence of RA (Figures 2A and 2B, respectively). Expression of Acinus-L or Acinus-S′ increased the splicing of pre-mRNAs transcribed from these two minigenes with approximately 8% (CMV-tubg1E8-E9) and 10% (Sp1RE-tubg1E8-E9) of the total RNA remaining unspliced both in the presence and absence of RA (Figures 2A and 2B, respectively). Therefore, unlike the splicing of RARE-tubg1E8-E9 pre-mRNA, RA does not cooperate with Acinus in activating the splicing of TUBG1 exons 8-9 transcribed from minigenes driven by two non-RA responsive promoters.

We also examined the effect of Acinus on the splicing of the TUBG1 exon8-exon9 pre-mRNA under the regulation of another hormone responsive promoter, PPARγ (pPPRE-tubg1E8-E9). Figure 2C shows that approximately 47% of RNA transcribed from pPPRE-tubg1E8-E9 is unspliced in empty vector control cells in the absence and presence of the PPARγ ligand, rosiglitazone. In addition, overexpression of either Acinus-L or Acinus-S′ slightly increases the splicing of PPRE-tubg1E8-E9 pre-mRNA reducing the amount of
unspliced pre-mRNA to approximately 40% (Figure 2C). More importantly, unlike the cooperation of Acinus and RA in activating the splicing of RARE-tubg1E8-E9 pre-mRNA, treatment with rosiglitazone has no effect on the activity of Acinus in the splicing of PPRE-tubg1E8-E9 pre-mRNA. This effect is not due to differences in the expression of Acinus isoforms in the RARE-tubg1E8-E9 mRNA expressing cells compared to that in the PPRE-tubg1E8-E9 mRNA expressing cells since the relative mRNA levels of both exogenous Acinus-L and Acinus-S’ are similar in these two experiments (Figure 2D). Furthermore, the lack of cooperation between rosiglitazone and Acinus in the splicing of PPRE-tubg1E8-E9 pre-mRNA is not likely to be related to the fold activation of transcription by rosiglitazone compared with RA since both rosiglitazone and RA increased the level of TUBG1 exon8-exon9 total RNA to a relatively similar extent (Figure 2E). Note, as we have previously reported, Acinus-S’ repressed RA-dependent transcription (Vucetic et al., 2008). Since pRARE-tubg1E8-E9 and pPPRE-tubg1E8-E9 only differ in one cis-acting DNA sequence (DR5 RARE vs DR1 PPRE) in their promoter regions, which are bound by their cognitive transcriptional activators (RAR or PPAR, respectively), we infer that Acinus has promoter specificity in activating ligand-dependent splicing of pre-mRNAs from exon8-9 region of TUBG1.

RA Enhances the Stimulatory Effect of Acinus on Splicing of RARE-tubg1E8-E9 Pre-mRNA in a Dose-dependent Manner

RA treatment enhances the effect of both Acinus-L and Acinus-S’ in activating splicing of RARE-tubg1E8-E9 pre-mRNA (Figure 1C). In order to determine if this effect of RA is dose-dependent, 293A cells were transfected with the minigene pRARE-tubg1E8-E9 along with the expression vectors for RARβ and Acinus-S’. Transfected cells were treated with either ethanol or different concentrations of RA for 24 hr. RT-PCR analysis showed that with increasing concentrations of RA, the splicing of RARE-tubg1E8-E9 pre-mRNA increases only when Acinus is overexpressed (Figure 3A). Maximal splicing of RARE-tubg1E8-E9 pre-mRNA was observed in cells overexpressing Acinus-S’ and treated with $10^{-7}$ M RA. These data indicate that RA enhances the effect of Acinus in activating splicing of RARE-tubg1E8-E9 pre-mRNA in a dose-dependent manner, which further supports the idea that RA cooperates with Acinus in facilitating pre-mRNA splicing of RARE-tubg1E8-E9.

The Cooperation of RA with Acinus in Promoting Splicing of RARE-tubg1E8-E9 Pre-mRNA is Time-dependent

In order to determine how quickly RA treatment can facilitate Acinus in promoting splicing of RARE-tubg1E8-E9 pre-mRNA, a time-course experiment was performed. 293A cells were transfected with the minigene pRARE-tubg1E8-E9 along with the expression vector DNA for RARβ and Acinus-S’. Twenty-four hr after transfection, cells were treated with ethanol or RA. RNA was isolated at 0 hr, 8 hr, 16 hr and 24 hr following RA treatment. Unexpectedly, without overexpression of Acinus, the splicing efficiency of RARE-tubg1E8-E9 pre-mRNA decreases dramatically over time both in the presence and absence of RA (Figure 3B). Interestingly, when Acinus is overexpressed, this time-dependent reduction in splicing of RARE-tubg1E8-E9 pre-mRNA is reduced by approximately 50% in the absence of RA. However, in the presence of both Acinus and RA, the splicing efficiency of RARE-
tubg1E8-E9 pre-mRNA is maintained at the level observed at time 0 over the 24 hr period of time (Figure 3B). The effect of Acinus alone (RA-independent) is observed between 0 and 8 hr while the cooperation between RA and Acinus (RA-dependent) in pre-mRNA splicing is observed between 8 and 16 hr of RA treatment. The reduction of splicing efficiency of RARE-tubg1E8-E9 pre-mRNA over time without overexpression of Acinus is likely due to the insufficiency of endogenous Acinus. However, overexpression of Acinus only partly alleviates the reduction of splicing efficiency in the absence of RA. In the presence of RA, Acinus can rescue the reduction of splicing efficiency to the full extent.

The RRM Domain is Critical for the Cooperation of Acinus with RA in Activating the Splicing of RARE-tubg1E8-E9 Pre-mRNA

Acinus contains a RRM domain and a C-terminal region rich in alternating RS and RD/E dipeptides, which are typical domains involved in pre-mRNA splicing. To determine the domain necessary for Acinus- and RA-mediated pre-mRNA splicing, two mammalian DNA expression vectors encoding mutant Acinus-S’ lacking either the C-terminal RS- and RD/E-rich region or the RRM domain were constructed and named pV5-Acinus-S’ (ΔC) (V5-tagged C-terminal truncated Acinus-S’) and pV5-Acinus-S’ (ΔRRM) (V5-tagged RRM domain deletion mutant of Acinus-S’), respectively (Figure 4A).

To test the ability of these mutant Acinus-S’ proteins to regulate the splicing of RARE-tubg1E8-E9 pre-mRNA compared to wild type Acinus-S’, 293A cells were transfected with expression vector DNA for wild type or each mutant Acinus-S’ along with the minigene pRARE-tubg1E8-E9 DNA and the expression vector DNA for RARβ. Twenty-four hr after transfection, cells were treated with ethanol or RA for 24 hr. The expression level of each of these mutant Acinus-S’ proteins in 293A cells is similar (Figure 4B). RT-PCR analysis demonstrated that Acinus-S’ (ΔC) has a similar activity to that of wild type Acinus-S’ in activating the splicing of RARE-tubg1E8-E9 pre-mRNA both in the absence and presence of RA (Figure 4B). Acinus-S’ (ΔRRM), in the absence of RA, had a similar activity to that of wild type Acinus-S’ in activating the splicing of RARE-tubg1E8-E9 pre-mRNA. However, in the presence of RA, deletion of the RRM domain significantly reduced the activity of Acinus-S’ in pre-mRNA splicing of this minigene to a level comparable to that of the ethanol treated sample (Figure 4B). These data demonstrate that the RRM domain of Acinus is critical for the RA-dependent effect of Acinus on the splicing of RARE-tubg1E8-E9 pre-mRNA. However, other region(s) besides the RRM domain alone or the C-terminal RS- and RD/E-rich region alone are responsible for the RA-independent effect of Acinus on the splicing of RARE-tugb1E8-E9 pre-mRNA.

Activity of Acinus in Pre-mRNA Splicing is Repressed by RNPS1

Acinus through its C-terminal region interacts with RNPS1 and SAP18 to form the ASAP complex, which is part of the EJC (Schwerk et al., 2003; Tange et al., 2005). In addition, the sub-nuclear localization of RNPS1 is affected by Acinus (Wang et al., 2014). RNPS1 is a SR-related protein and functions in regulating constitutive and alternative splicing. To address whether Acinus’s activity in pre-mRNA splicing is regulated by its binding partner RNPS1, the splicing of RARE-tubg1E8-E9 pre-mRNA was examined with overexpression of both RNPS1 and wild type Acinus-S’ or C-terminal truncated Acinus-S’. Coexpression of
3xFLAG-tagged RNPS1 and either V5-tagged wild type Acinus-S’ or C-terminal truncated Acinus-S’ in 293A cells was confirmed by western blot (Figure 4C). Splicing of RARE-tubg1E8-E9 pre-mRNA was examined by RT-PCR. As shown in Figure 4C, RNPS1 alone has no effect on the splicing of RARE-tubg1E8-E9 pre-mRNA either in the presence or absence of RA. When RNPS1 is coexpressed with either wild type or C-terminal truncated Acinus, the stimulatory effect of Acinus on splicing of RARE-tubg1E8-E9 pre-mRNA is completely repressed in the absence of RA and partly repressed in the presence of RA. Thus, RNPS1 expression appears to abolish the RA-independent effect of Acinus but not the RA-dependent effect of Acinus on the splicing of RARE-tubg1E8-E9 pre-mRNA. Furthermore, the repressive effect of RNPS1 on the RA-independent activity of Acinus in facilitating the splicing of RARE-tubg1E8-E9 pre-mRNA is not mediated by interaction between RNPS1 and the C-terminal region of Acinus.

**Acinus Stimulates the Use of the Weaker Alternative 5’ Splice Site of Endogenous RARβ in a RA-dependent Manner and Endogenous Bcl-x in a RA-independent Manner in 293A Cells**

In metazoans, alternative splicing plays an important role in generating different protein isoforms that function in diverse cellular processes. Studies have shown that alternative splice sites tend to be weak and to depend on exonic splicing enhancers (ESEs) or intronic splicing enhancers (ISEs) for their recognition. SR and SR-related proteins have important roles in facilitating splice site recognition by binding to nearby ESEs and interacting with the splicing machinery. Acinus, as described above, facilitates the splicing of reporter minigene pre-mRNAs containing a weak 5’ss but not a strong 5’ss with a RA-independent activity for all minigenes examined, and both a RA-independent and RA-dependent effect for only the RA-responsive minigene. This suggests a potential role of Acinus in regulating alternative splicing of endogenous genes by promoting the recognition of the weaker 5’ss.

To test if Acinus regulates the selection of alternative 5’ss, we chose to examine two endogenous genes, human RARβ and human Bcl-x, the former involved in the RA signaling pathway and the latter involved in the apoptosis pathway. Acinus has been reported to be involved in both of these two pathways (Chan et al., 2007; Hu et al., 2007; Hu et al., 2005; Joselin et al., 2006; Sahara et al., 1999; Vucetic et al., 2008). Both of these genes have isoforms generated by alternative usage of 5’ss. RARβ, a RA isotype, regulates transcription of RA responsive genes critical for embryonic development, cell growth and differentiation. Two isoforms of human RARβ, RARβ2 and RARβ4, are generated from the RARE-containing P2 promoter by alternative 5’ss selection (Figure 5A) (Nagpal et al., 1992; Shen et al., 1991; Sommer et al., 1999). RARβ2 is the most abundant isoform and the major RA-inducible isoform, and RARβ4 is the minor RA-inducible isoform in the cell. It has been suggested that RARβ2 functions as a tumor suppressor that limits cell growth by regulating gene expression, while RARβ4 functions as a dominant-negative repressor of RARβ2 (Berard et al., 1994; Hayashi et al., 2003; Sommer et al., 1999). On the other hand, Bcl-x belongs to the Bcl-2 family of proteins which are key regulators of apoptosis. Alternative usage of two competing 5’ss generates the antiapoptotic Bcl-xL (usage of the relatively stronger 5’ss) and the shorter proapoptotic Bcl-xS isoform (usage of the weaker
5′ss) (Figure 5B) (Zhou et al., 2008). Bcl-xL is highly expressed in cancer tissues, and its overexpression confers resistance to apoptotic stimuli and favors metastasis (Boise and Thompson, 1997; Du et al., 2007; Olopade et al., 1997). In contrast, Bcl-xS can induce apoptosis and alleviate multidrug resistance (Clarke et al., 1995; Mercatante et al., 2002).

To investigate if Acinus stimulates the use of the weaker alternative 5′ss of endogenous RARβ and Bcl-x, in vivo splicing assays were performed in 293A cells with transient overexpression of Acinus-L or S′. Transfected cells were treated with ethanol or RA for 24 hr. RT-PCR was performed to analyze the relative abundance of alternative splice isoforms.

Overexpression of Acinus-L or Acinus-S′ significantly shifts the ratio of endogenous RARβ4 to RARβ2 in favor of RARβ4 only in the presence of RA, but has no significant effect in the absence of RA (Figure 5A). Interestingly, the total mRNA level of RARβ2/β4 is reduced with overexpression of Acinus (with the effect of Acinus-S′ slightly stronger than that of Acinus-L) in the presence of RA (Figure 5A), which is consistent with the previous results using the reporter minigene (Figures 1C and 2E) and Vucetic et al., 2008. These data indicate that RA is required for the activity of Acinus in stimulating the use of the endogenous RARβ4 5′ss, which further supports the idea that RAR-dependent pre-mRNA splicing requires the cooperation between Acinus and RA for at least some RARE containing genes.

Overexpression of Acinus-L or Acinus-S′ significantly promotes the usage of endogenous Bcl-xS 5′ss both in the absence and presence of RA to the same extent (Figure 5B). This indicates that the activity of Acinus in regulating alternative 5′ss selection of non-RAR-dependent gene pre-mRNA is independent of RA.

**DISCUSSION**

Acinus has been identified as a component of the human spliceosome and the EJC, suggesting its involvement in RNA processing (Rappsilber et al., 2002; Zhou et al., 2002). However Acinus was shown to have little activity in regulating pre-mRNA splicing (Schwerk et al., 2003; Singh et al., 2010), which raises the question about the function of Acinus found in spliceosomes and the EJC. In addition, whether Acinus-L and Acinus-S′ have distinct functions in regulating pre-mRNA splicing due to their distinct sub-nuclear localizations (Wang et al., 2014) is unclear. Previous studies from our laboratory have identified Acinus-S′ as a corepressor of RAR-dependent gene expression (Vucetic et al., 2008). Transcription and splicing are thought to be physically coupled (for review, see Kornblihht et al., 2004). Several SR-related proteins have been shown to couple transcription and splicing of target genes, such as PGC-1, CAPER and Pinin (Alpatov et al., 2004; Alpatov et al., 2008; Dowhan et al., 2005; Monsalve et al., 2000). In order to determine if Acinus also functions as a cofactor that couples transcription and splicing of target genes, we explored the role of Acinus-S′ and Acinus-L in regulating pre-mRNA splicing of RAR-dependent genes using in vivo splicing assays.

Using splicing reporter minigene experiments, both Acinus-L and Acinus-S′ were found to facilitate the splicing of pre-mRNAs transcribed from a minigene derived from TUBG1.
exon8-9 region which contains a weak 5′ss but not a minigene derived from TUBA1B exon2-3 region which contains a strong 5′ss. Acinus shows a general effect increasing the splicing to varying degrees depending on the promoter driving the transcription of the pre-mRNAs containing the weak 5′ss. Importantly, RA cooperates with Acinus in a dose- and time-dependent manner to further increase the splicing of the tubg1E8-E9 pre-mRNA specifically transcribed by the RARE-containing promoter but not by non-RARE containing promoters, suggesting that the cooperation of RA with Acinus in regulating pre-mRNA splicing is RARE/RAR-dependent and not due to an increase in the expression of a splicing factor by RA. Furthermore, unlike the cooperation of RA and Acinus in regulating the pre-mRNA splicing of RARE-tubg1E8-E9, no cooperation between Acinus and rosiglitazone is observed in regulating the splicing of PPRE-tubg1E8-E9 pre-mRNA. Taken together, this suggests that in addition to a general ligand-independent effect on pre-mRNA splicing, Acinus has a ligand-dependent splicing activity, which is specific to a RARE-containing promoter.

It has been suggested that splicing factors can be recruited by transcription activators, coactivators, carboxy-terminal domain (CTD) of RNA Pol II and general transcriptional factors (Ge et al., 1998; Lai et al., 1999; Monsalve et al., 2000; Rosonina et al., 2003; Yoshida et al., 1999). Specific transcription activators have been shown to recruit distinct combinations of coregulators (Hermanson et al., 2002; Li et al., 2003; Willy et al., 1995), suggesting a promoter specificity for some coregulators. Thus, the minigenes driven by different promoters recruit distinct combinations of coactivators when the promoter is active and hence recruit distinct combinations of splicing factors through these coactivators. It is possible that the general activity of Acinus in regulating pre-mRNA splicing of RARE-tubg1E8-E9 and PPRE-tubg1E8-E9 in the absence of ligand (basal transcription) is due to its interaction with specific splicing factors recruited by Pol II and/or other general transcription factors. In the presence of ligand (activated transcription), it is likely that the combination of additional splicing factors recruited through promoter specific coactivators is different between the RARE promoter and the PPRE promoter. This results in the enhanced activity of Acinus in regulating the splicing of RARE-tubg1E8-E9 pre-mRNA but not that of PPRE-tubg1E8-E9 pre-mRNA. The splicing factors recruited by the PPRE-specific coactivators possibly either lacks the specific splicing factors necessary for the splicing activity of Acinus or impedes the interaction of the specific splicing factors with Acinus. Hence, no cooperation of rosiglitazone with Acinus in regulating the splicing of PPRE-tubg1E8-E9 pre-mRNA is observed. The constitutively active promoters, such as CMV and Sp1RE, are more like the activated RARE promoter, to which splicing factors are recruited through both promoter-specific activators, coactivators and promoter-independent Pol II and/or general transcriptional factors. Acinus has been shown to interact with A/B domain of RARs through its C-terminal region using *in vitro* GST pull-down assay (Vucetic et al., 2008). Our data demonstrate that Acinus-S′ (ΔC) has the same activity as the wild type in facilitating the splicing of RARE-tubg1E8-E9. It is likely that Acinus can be recruited by members of transcription machinery or other RAR binding proteins besides RAR.

RA is observed to cooperate with Acinus in facilitating the splicing of the minigene RARE-tubg1E8-E9 pre-mRNA in a dose- and time-dependent manner. The reduction in the splicing
efficiency of RARE-tubg1E8-E9 pre-mRNA over time without overexpression of Acinus is likely due to the insufficiency of Acinus since overexpression of Acinus in the absence of RA can alleviate the reduction of the splicing efficiency of this minigene pre-mRNA. The reason responsible for this insufficiency of Acinus over time is unclear but maybe due to an accumulation of minigene pre-mRNA with time of expression after transfection. The maintenance of the splicing efficiency of RARE-tubg1E8-E9 over time requires both Acinus and RA, suggesting that RA treatment increases the recruitment of coactivators with the accompanying recruitment of splicing factors necessary for the splicing activity of Acinus. This idea is also supported by the dose response experiment where the splicing activity of Acinus increases with the increasing concentrations of RA.

It has been thought that the RS domain of SR/SR-related proteins is required for their splicing activity. However, the RS domain of SRSF1 has been shown to be dispensable for splicing of some but not all pre-mRNA substrates; and that the requirement for the RS domain in splicing correlates with the strength of the 3′ss (Zhu and Krainer, 2000). This raises the possibility that a strong 3′ss can be recognized by the splicing machinery without the assistance of the RS domain of SR/SR-related splicing factors. In agreement with this, the C-terminal RS- and RD/E-rich region is dispensable for the activity of Acinus in facilitating the splicing of RARE-tubg1E8-E9 pre-mRNA, which has a strong 3′ss (ESE finder 3.0, http://rulai.cshl.edu/tools/ESE) (Ahn et al., 2011; Cartegni et al., 2003). Therefore it is possible that the splicing of other pre-mRNAs that have a weak 5′ss and a weak 3′ss will require the C-terminal RS- and RD/E-rich region of Acinus.

The RRM domain has been identified as a region required for the RA-dependent activity but not RA-independent activity of Acinus in pre-mRNA splicing. The RRM domain was first identified as an RNA-binding motif, but it has been shown to interact with proteins as well. The interaction between the RRM domains of SRSF1 and U1-70K promotes the formation of the spliceosome by recruiting the U1 snRNP to the 5′ss (Cho et al., 2011). The activity of PTB (a regulatory splicing repressor) is modulated by interacting through its RRM2 domain with its corepressor Raver1 (Rideau et al., 2006). Since Acinus-S′ (ΔRRM) retains its RA-independent activity and loses RA-dependent activity, it is likely that the RRM domain of Acinus interacts with specific splicing factors recruited via coactivators upon RA treatment to modulate the splicing activity of Acinus.

Acinus through its C-terminal region interacts with RNPS1 and SAP18 to form a ternary complex termed ASAP (Schwerk et al., 2003). RNPS1 is a splicing cofactor functioning in both constitutive and alternative splicing (Mayeda et al., 1999; Sakashita et al., 2004). We found that unlike Acinus, RNPS1 has no activity in regulating the splicing of RARE-tubg1E8-E9 pre-mRNA, suggesting that RNPS1 might regulate the recognition of different types of splice sites from those of Acinus. In addition, RNPS1 abolishes the RA-independent activity of both Acinus and Acinus (ΔC) but not the RA-dependent activity in facilitating the splicing of RARE-tubg1E8-E9 pre-mRNA. Because RNPS1 also represses the splicing activity of Acinus (ΔC), which presumably lacks the ability to bind RNPS1, the repression is not likely due to their interaction, instead is more likely due to their competition for specific splicing factors, such as SR proteins. It is possible that in the absence of RA, RNPS1 competes with Acinus for the limited splicing factors recruited by Pol II and general...
transcriptional factors, with RNPS1 more potent than Acinus, which abolishes the splicing activity of Acinus. In the presence of RA, splicing factors are recruited not only by members of the transcription machinery but also by coactivators. Therefore, the competition between RNPS1 and Acinus is alleviated and Acinus displays partial splicing activity due to its RA-dependent activity. This repressive effect of RNPS1 on the splicing activity of Acinus is reminiscent of the repressive effect of the ASAP complex on the splicing activity of RNPS1 (Schwerk et al., 2003). Interestingly, SAP18 has been shown to regulate pre-mRNA splicing with an activity distinct from RNPS1 (Singh et al., 2010). These observations suggest that the three components of the ASAP complex have distinct splicing regulatory activities.

Notably, although both Acinus-L and Acinus-S’ function in facilitating the splicing of the minigene RARE-tubg1E8-E9, the activity of Acinus-L in pre-mRNA splicing is higher than that of Acinus-S’ based on their relative expression levels. It is possible that the unique N-terminal region of Acinus-L is responsible for its higher splicing activity either because Acinus-L is more available than Acinus-S’ to the transcription site of the minigene due to its diffuse localization in the nucleoplasm (Wang et al., 2014) or the large N-terminal unique region of Acinus-L associates with additional splicing factors conferring Acinus-L higher splicing activity.

Our studies further demonstrate that Acinus isoforms (Acinus-L and Acinus-S’) regulate alternative splicing of endogenous RA induced RAR\(\beta2/\beta4\) (from the RARE-containing P2 promoter) and endogenous Bcl-x (from a non-RARE-containing promoter) in favor of the isoform generated from a weaker 5’ss. In the absence of RA, Acinus has no effect on the ratio of RAR\(\beta4\) mRNA to RAR\(\beta2\) mRNA; while in the presence of RA, Acinus strongly increases the ratio of RAR\(\beta4\) mRNA to RAR\(\beta2\) mRNA. The reason that, unlike the minigene driven by a RARE-containing promoter, the regulation of endogenous RAR\(\beta\) alternative splicing by Acinus is completely RA-dependent is probably due to the chromatin structure of endogenous genes. Unlike the transiently transfected minigene DNAs which are naked in the cells, endogenous genes are packaged into nucleosomes. In the absence of RA, the unliganded RAR/RXR heterodimer associated with the RARE of endogenous genes is bound by corepressor complexes, which leads to a compacted chromatin. As described above, splicing factors could be recruited by transcriptional activators, coactivators as well as RNA Pol II and other members of transcription pre-initiation complex. It is likely that the corepressor complexes bound to the RAR/RXR heterodimer and the compact chromatin structure of RAR\(\beta\) not only strongly impairs the recruitment of the transcription machinery but also splicing factors. In agreement with this, it has been shown that no SR splicing factors were detected at the promoter of the uninduced FOS gene (Sapra et al., 2009). Thus, the lack of the activity of Acinus in regulating alternative splicing of endogenous RAR\(\beta2/\beta4\) in the absence of RA is likely due to the lack of specific splicing factors (necessary for the splicing activity of Acinus) and/or the inability to recruit Acinus directly to the promoter of RAR\(\beta2/\beta4\). On the other hand, consistent with the minigenes driven by non-RARE promoters, Acinus significantly increases the ratio of Bcl-xS to Bcl-xL independent of RA. These findings indicate that the regulatory effect of Acinus on pre-mRNA splicing of endogenous RAR-regulated genes is strictly controlled by RA, while for endogenous non-RAR-regulated genes, RA has no effect on the splicing activity of Acinus. This suggests that
RA in conjunction with Acinus not only controls transcription activation but also pre-mRNA splicing of specific endogenous RAR-regulated genes such as RARβ2/β4.

The SR-related proteins involved in coupling transcription and splicing of target genes, such as PGC-1, CAPER and Pinin, function in a promoter-dependent manner (Alpatov et al., 2004; Alpatov et al., 2008; Dowhan et al., 2005; Monsalve et al., 2000). It is most likely that these bifunctional coregulators bridge transcription and splicing by associating with both transcriptional activators, coactivators or Pol II and splicing factors in a promoter-dependent manner. Interestingly, like Acinus, Pinin is also a component of the EJC (Li et al., 2003) and interacts with both RNPS1 and SAP18 to form a complex termed PSAP (Murachelli et al., 2012). In addition, opposite to that of Acinus, Pinin regulates alternative splicing of Bcl-x in favor of Bcl-xL (Leu et al., 2012). These findings suggest that Acinus might have a similar role in coupling transcription and splicing in a promoter-specific manner.

A proposed model for the mechanism of Acinus in coupling transcription and splicing of RAR-dependent gene containing a weak 5′ss is illustrated in Figure 6. It is likely that Acinus together with RNPS1 and SAP18 are recruited to RARE-containing promoters. This may occur through interaction with RAR, RAR-binding proteins and/or the general transcription machinery which includes RNA Pol II associated with splicing factors responsible for the RA-independent activity of Acinus, general transcription factors and mediator. In the presence of RA, the recruitment of coactivators brings more splicing factors required for the RA-dependent splicing activity of Acinus. After transcription initiation, the polymerase transcribes away from the promoter with a heavily phosphorylated CTD and dissociates from the other general transcription factors. The elongating Pol II is associated with a new set of proteins including Acinus and other splicing factors recruited both by Pol II and by coactivators. Acinus travels with Pol II elongation complex to facilitate the recognition of weak 5′ss of pre-mRNA by the splicing machinery. Acinus might directly binds the ESE near the weak 5′ss or indirectly associate with the ESE through interactions with other SR/SR-related splicing factors.
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Figure 1. Both Acinus-S’ and Acinus-L cooperate with RA to activate the splicing of a RA-responsive reporter minigene containing a weak 5′ splice site

A. Functional domains of the three human Acinus isoforms. B. Acinus does not facilitate the splicing of RARE-tuba1bE2-E3 pre-mRNA containing a strong 5′ splice site. C. Acinus and RA cooperatively activate the splicing of RARE-tubg1E8-E9 pre-RNA containing a weak 5′ splice site. D. Relative level of exogenous Acinus-L and Acinus-S’ mRNA in transfected cells. E. Relative level of exogenous Acinus-L and Acinus-S’ in transfected cells. 293A cells were transfected with pRARE-tuba1bE2-E3 (B) or pRARE-tubg1E8-E9 (C-E) along with the expression vector DNA for RARβ (B–E) and the expression vector DNA for either V5-Acinus-L or V5-Acinus-S’ (B-E). The V5 empty vector DNA (pcDNA3.1nV5DEST) was transfected as a control for pV5-Acinus-L or pV5-Acinus-S’ (B-E). In addition, the internal control Renilla vector DNA (pRL-CMV) was transfected as a normalizer for transfection efficiency (B–E). Twenty-four hr following transfection, cells were treated with ethanol (B–E) or RA (10⁻⁶ M) (B–D) for 24 hr. RNA was prepared and used to analyze splicing in Panels B-C or relative mRNA levels in Panel D. In Panels B-C, RT-PCR was performed to analyze splicing of the minigene pre-mRNAs using the indicated forward and reverse primers (see diagram for location). Spliced and unspliced PCR products were resolved on polyacrylamide gels, stained using SYTO 60 and quantitated using LI-COR Odyssey Infrared Imaging System. Percentage of unspliced was calculated as the ratio of the intensity of PCR products of the unspliced transcripts to that of the sum of the spliced and unspliced transcripts. In Panel D, RT-qPCR was performed to quantitate the relative mRNA levels of exogenous Acinus-L and Acinus-S’. The mRNA levels were normalized to Renilla mRNA levels. The normalized relative mRNA level of exogenous Acinus-L coexpressed with RARE-tubg1E8-E9 in cells treated with ethanol was set to 1. The forward primer is located within the C-terminal common region of Acinus isoforms and the reverse primer is located within the bovine growth hormone polyadenylation region on the V5 vector. In Panel E, whole protein extracts were isolated and western blot was performed using anti-V5 or anti-GAPDH antibodies. V, V5 empty vector; L, V5-Acinus L; S’ V5-Acinus-S’; Eth, ethanol; RA, retinoic acid. Values represent mean ± SD from 3 independent experiments. ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001, unpaired t test.
Figure 2. The cooperation between RA and Acinus isoforms in the splicing of a weak 5' splice site is promoter specific

A-B. Acinus activates the splicing of CMV-tubg1E8-E9 pre-mRNA (A) and Sp1RE-tubg1E8-E9 pre-mRNA (B) containing a weak 5'splice site without cooperation with RA. C. Acinus activates the splicing of PPRE-tubg1E8-E9 pre-mRNA containing a weak 5' splice site without cooperation with rosiglitazone. D. The relative level of exogenous Acinus-L mRNA and Acinus-S' mRNA in cells transfected with pRARE-tubg1E8-E9 and pPPRE-tubg1E8-E9. E. The relative level of RARE-tubg1E8-E9 mRNA and PPRE-tubg1E8-E9 mRNA in transfected cells. 293A cells were transfected with pCMV-tubg1E8-E9 (A), pSp1RE-tubg1E8-E9 DNA (B), pPPRE-tubg1E8-E9 (C-E) or pRARE-tubg1E8-E9 (D-E) splicing reporter DNA along with the expression vector DNA for RARβ (A, B, D and E) or PPARγ (C-E) and the expression vector DNA for either V5-Acinus-L or V5-Acinus-S' (A-E). The V5 empty vector DNA (pcDNA3.1nV5DEST) was transfected as a control for pV5-Acinus-L or pV5-Acinus-S' (A-E). In addition, the internal control Renilla vector DNA (pRL-CMV) was transfected as a normalizer for transfection efficiency (A-E). Twenty-four hr following transfection, cells in Panels A, B, D, and E were treated with ethanol (Eth) or RA (10⁻⁶ M) for 24 hr, and cells in Panels C-E were treated with DMSO or 50 μM Rosiglitazone for 24 hr. Total RNA was prepared and used to analyze splicing as described in the legend to Figure 1. In Panel D, RT-qPCR was performed to quantitate the relative mRNA levels of exogenous Acinus-L and Acinus-S' as described in Figure 1. In Panel E, schematic diagram of RARE-tubg1E8-E9/PPRE-tubg1E8-E9 is shown in the upper panel. Arrows indicate the positions of the primer pairs for RT-qPCR analysis. All mRNA levels are normalized to Renilla mRNA levels. The normalized relative mRNA level of RARE-tubg1E8-E9 in the empty vector control cells treated with ethanol was set to 1. V, V5 empty
vector; L, V5-Acinus-L; S', V5-Acinus-S'; Eth, ethanol; RA, retinoic acid; DMSO, dimethyl sulfoxide; ROS, rosiglitazone. Values represent mean ± SD from 3 independent experiments. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001, unpaired t test.
Figure 3. The synergistic effect of RA and Acinus on the splicing of a RA-responsive reporter minigene containing a weak 5′ splice site is RA dose-dependent and time-dependent

A. RA enhances the stimulatory effect of Acinus on the splicing RARE-tubg1E8-E9 pre-mRNA in a dose-dependent manner. B. The synergism of RA and Acinus in promoting the splicing of RARE-tubg1E8-E9 pre-mRNA is time-dependent. In Panels A and B, 293A cells were transfected with pRARE-tubg1E8-E9 splicing reporter DNA, RARβ expression vector DNA, and either V5-Acinus-S′ (S′) expression vector DNA or V5 empty vector DNA (V). Twenty-four hr after transfection cells were treated with ethanol or RA at the indicated concentrations (A) or 10^{-6} M (B) for 24 hr (A) or times ranging from 0 to 24 hr (B). Total RNA was prepared and used to analyze splicing as described in the legend to Figure 1.

Values represent mean ± SD from 3 independent experiments. V, V5 empty vector; S′, V5-Acinus-S′; E, ethanol; R, retinoic acid. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001, unpaired \( t \) test.
Figure 4. The synergistic effect of RA and Acinus on the splicing of a RA-responsive reporter minigene containing a weak 5′ splice site requires the RRM domain of Acinus, and is independent of RNPS1

A. Schematic diagram of wild type and Acinus-S′ mutants. B. The RRM domain is critical for the RA-dependent activity of Acinus in the splicing of RARE-tubg1E8-E9 pre-mRNA. C. Only the RA-independent effect of Acinus on the splicing of RARE-tubg1E8-E9 pre-mRNA is repressed by RNPS1. In Panels B and C, 293A cells were transfected with RARE-tubg1E8-E9 splicing reporter DNA, RARβ expression vector DNA, and one of the following V5-tagged expression vector DNAs [wild type V5-Acinus-S′, V5-Acinus-S′ (ΔC), V5-Acinus-S′ (ΔRRM) or V5-empty expression vector DNA (see schematic diagram in Panel A)], and 3XFlag-tagged RNPS1 expression vector DNA (Panel C only). Twenty-four hrs after transfection cell were treated with ethanol or 10^{-6} M RA for an additional 24 hr. Total RNA was prepared and used to analyze splicing as described in the legend to Figure 1 and whole cell protein extracts were analyzed by Western blot using V-5 antibody to detect wild type and mutant Acinus-S′, Flag antibody to detect RNPS1 and GAPDH antibody (C). Values represent mean ± SD from 3 independent experiments. V, V5 empty vector; S′, V5-Acinus-S′; S′ (ΔC), V5-Acinus-S′ (ΔC); S′ (ΔRRM), V-Acinus-S′ (ΔRRM); Eth, ethanol; RA, retinoic acid. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, unpaired t test.
Figure 5. Acinus stimulates the use of the weaker alternative 5′ splice site of endogenous RARβ in a RA-dependent manner (A) and endogenous Bcl-x in a RA-independent manner (B).

293A cells were transfected with V5-Acinus-L, V-5Acinus-S′ or V5 empty expression vector DNA. Twenty-four hr after transfection, cells were treated with either ethanol or 10⁻⁶ M RA. After an additional 24 hr, RNA was isolated and RT-PCR was performed using primers that detect both spliced forms as indicated by the arrows in the schematic diagram of RARβ (A) or Bcl-x (B). The products were separated by gel electrophoresis, stained with SYTO 60 and quantitated using LI-COR Odyssey Infrared Imaging System. Note that for RARβ in Panel A, visualization of the PCR products in the ethanol treated samples required 35 PCR cycles while in the RA treated samples 30 PCR cycles were sufficient. The isoform ratio of the empty vector control treated with ethanol was set to 1. Values represent mean ± SD from 3 independent experiments. V, V5 empty vector; L, V5-Acinus L; S′ V5-Acinus-S′; Eth, ethanol; RA, retinoic acid. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001, unpaired t test.
Figure 6. Proposed model for the coupling of RA-dependent transcription and splicing by Acinus

(A) Recruitment of coactivators and the accompanying recruitment of splicing factors responsible for RA-dependent splicing activity of Acinus in the presence of RA to RARE containing promoter. (B) The pre-initiation complex formed at the RARE-containing promoter. (C) Acinus travels with the elongation complex to facilitate the recognition of weak 5\'ss. Solid arrow, direct protein-protein interactions; Dashed arrow, direct or indirect interactions.